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The THEMIS mission encountered a depolarization front (DF) during a magnetotail crossing in the interval
035600 – 035900 UT on February 15, 2008 [1].
We present the results of an innovative investigative approach: we combine a global MHD model of the full Earth
environment with a local PIC simulation. The global MHD view is provided on the UCLA model applied to the
conditions for the interval of interest on Feb 15, 2008. At the specific time of 034800UT, a reconnection site first
appear at about x=-15RE, y=4RE.
We then use this specific MHD state as the initial setup for a fully kinetic PIC simulation, performed with the
iPic3D code [2]. We consider a one way coupling where the MHD state is used as initial state and boundary
conditions for the kinetic study [3]. In the present case, the time span of the kinetic simulation is short form the
perspective of the global MHD simulation and does not require a full coupling where the MHD then process the
information received back from the kinetic run [4].
The fields and particles are advanced self-consistently from the MHD state using a completely kinetic treatment.
Many features missed by the MHD model emerge. Most notably a fast reconnection pattern develops and an
unsteady reconnection process develops. The typical signatures of fast kinetic reconnection (Hall field) are
observed and particle acceleration is obtained self consistently in the fields generated by the PIC simulation.
The focus of the presentation will be the mechanisms of unsteady reconnection leading to multiple DFs. We
observe intense wave activity propagating off the separatrices. We conduct a spectral analysis to isolate the
different wave components in the lower hybrid and whistler regime. The unsteady reconnection and multiple DFs
are also analysed in their impact on the energy transfer. We track the conversion of magnetic energy to particle
energy and Poynting flux. The processes observed in the simulation are then compared with in situ THEMIS data.
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